
Singapore 
Breakfast Tea

( 100g )  •  tct wg4021

A tantalising elixir to inspire 
new beginnings, this noble 
TWG breakfast blend is 
evocative of the sophisticated 
harmony of Singapore. 
Boasting a natural blend 
of green tea, black tea, rich 
vanilla and rare spices, this 
tea yields a complex flavour 
with a sweet and lingering 
aftertaste.

TWG Tea has created a selection of unique 
loose teas, each carefully designed to reflect 
an excellence of content and packaging. The 
lavish, Haute Couture loose leaf tea collection 
is a perfect way to introduce extravagant 
blends and exquisite harvests and to share 
TWG Tea connoisseurship with tea drinkers 
around the world.

HAUTE 
COUTURE TEAS
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Red of Africa Tea

( 100g )  •  t c t w g 2009

Delicate red tea from 
South Africa blended with 
sweet TWG Tea spices and 
marigold. This theine-free tea 
can be served warm or iced, 
at any time of the day, and is 
ideal for children too.

Earl Grey 
Gentleman

( 100g )  •  t c t w g 3003

A rich and robust Ceylon is 
balanced with intense and 
fragrant TWG bergamot, 
giving this black tea blend a 
sparkling citrus aroma and 
an enduring and refreshing 
aftertaste. A dashing tea of 
sophistication.

New York 
Breakfast Tea

( 100g )  •  tct wg4029

A contemporary masterpiece 
evocative of the sparkling 
city that never sleeps, this 
extraordinary black tea is an 
inviting whole-leaf Assam 
blended with rich and malty 
sweetness. A tea to savour 
from morning ‘til far into 
the night.



Tea Party Tea

( 100g )  •   tct wg6063

Surrender to the rich, warm 
and golden infusion of this 
black tea inflected with notes 
of candied sweetness. A 
perfect blend to pair with tea 
cakes and sandwiches.

Sakura! Sakura! Tea

( 100g )  •  tct wg6012

An ode to spring, this 
fragrant TWG blend evokes 
Kyoto’s most celebrated 
season. A scattering of cherry 
blossoms and green tea yields 
a most aromatic and elegant 
fragrance.
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1837 Black Tea

( 100g )  •  tct wg6033

TWG Tea’s renowned 
signature tea, 1837 Black 
is a unique blend of black 
tea with notes of fruits and 
flowers from the Bermuda 
triangle which leaves a 
lingering aftertaste of ripe 
berries, anise, and caramel. A 
timeless classic.

Silver Moon Tea

( 100g )  •  tct wg6018 

A TWG blend of green teas 
accented with a grand berry 
and vanilla bouquet. Suave, 
with just a hint of spice. A tea 
for that special moment.

Weekend Tea Collection 

( 2  x  50g )  •   tct wg9036
( 3  x  50g )  •   tct wg9037
( 5  x  50g )  •   tct wg9038

The Weekend Tea Collection spotlights five distinctive 
TWG signature blends: Weekend in Shanghai, Weekend in 
Moscow, Weekend in Istanbul, Weekend in Casablanca and 
Weekend in Bombay teas. Each of these evocative blends 
is exhibited in travel-sized tea tins that are regally encased 
in luxurious TWG Tea gift boxes. These exclusive TWG 
Tea creations immerse tea lovers in an aromatic excursion, 
exciting vibrant illusions of these five idyllic cities. 

weekend in shanghai tea • An exclusive tribute to a city of 

juxtapositions. This precious green tea is embellished with ripe red 

berries, swirls of mystical blossoms and a hint of mint, producing a 

cup of dazzling freshness.

weekend in moscow tea • To usher in the first days of spring, this 

green tea and black tea blend exhales a bouquet of rose petals, infused 

with the finest TWG bergamot and accented by notes of sweet almond. 

weekend in istanbul tea • This exquisite mélange of green tea, 

black tea and white tea perfectly unites the spicy flavours of an array 

of gingers and the sweetness of juicy orchard fruits. 

weekend in bombay tea • As uniquely charismatic as the city it 

embodies, this first flush Darjeeling enhanced with the fresh citrus 

overtones of TWG bergamot produces a robust cup with velvety 

accents of cane sugar.

weekend in casablanca tea • A pure moment of happiness 

captured in an unforgettable creation, this blend of green tea and black 

tea yields a complex fruity bouquet accented by notes of wild mints. 


